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Abstract

Evolution of social behaviors is one of the most fascinating and active fields of evolutionary bi-

ology. During the past half century, social evolution theory developed into a mature field with

powerful tools to understand the dynamics of social traits such as cooperation under a wide

range of conditions. In this paper, I argue that the next stage in the development of social evo-

lution theory should consider the evolution of the setting in which social behaviors evolve. To

that end, I propose a conceptual map of the components that make up the evolutionary setting of

social behaviors, review existing work that considers the evolution of each component, and dis-

cuss potential future directions. The theoretical work reviewed here illustrates how unexpected

dynamics can happen when the setting of social evolution itself is evolving, such as cooperation

sometimes being self-limiting. I argue that a theory of how the setting of social evolution it-

self evolves will lead to a deeper understanding of when cooperation and other social behaviors

evolve and diversify.
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Introduction

All of life is social (Frank, 2007). No organism exists in isolation of others, and all evolve in con-

sequence of their interactions with other organisms. Reflecting this fact, social evolution theory

has become an integral part of evolutionary biology, even though it is a relative newcomer, hav-

ing arisen in its current form decades after the modern synthesis (Hamilton, 1963, 1964; Wilson,

1975). This theory has been an undisputable success: it opened up countless new questions about

biological interactions, and successfully answered a good many of them. There have been many

controversies along the way, but social evolution theory has reached a mature state with a well-

understood core firmly grounded in population genetics (Van Cleve, 2015). This core theory is

being applied to problems across all domains of life, and continues to yield new biological ques-

tions. My goal in this paper to start from this hard-earned position of success, and to consider

what new questions might social evolution theory address going forward.

The major question that motivated Hamilton and many others after him was: how can natural

selection favor cooperation, i.e. costly behaviors that benefit others? This problem is as old as

evolutionary theory itself, but in one sense we can consider it solved, at least in theory: we know

a lot about under what conditions natural selection favors cooperative behaviors (e.g., see reviews

by Lehmann and Keller, 2006b; West et al., 2007; Nowak, 2006). Two of the most important of

these conditions include high relatedness between partners and long-term interactions that allow

partners reward each other for cooperation or punish non-cooperation. Moreover, we also know

that in many cases in nature, these conditions are in fact met: e.g., cooperative courtship in

wild turkeys is a consequence of highly related males pairing up (Krakauer, 2005). Likewise,

rhizobium bacteria inhabiting legume root nodules fix nitrogen for their hosts because their

hosts preferentially rewards nodules that do (Kiers et al., 2003; Simms et al., 2006). To be sure,

the details vary in interesting ways, and many more specific cases remain to be worked out, but
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we have a good understanding of the general conditions needed to support cooperation and a

robust theoretical toolkit to tackle these specific cases. Simply put, the evolution of cooperation

is not the puzzle it used to be.

In fact, with so many different mechanisms that can favor cooperation, one might even be

puzzled as to why cooperation hasn’t evolved everywhere. A trivial answer to this question

is that cooperation has not evolved everywhere because conditions that select for cooperation

(even if they are numerous) are not found everywhere. In principle, this is an empirical ques-

tion that can be answered by measuring the relevant variables (relatedness, number of repeated

interactions, etc.) and finding if the conditions for cooperation are met or not. Yet, there is also

the theoretical question of when such conditions themselves are selected for, which is what I

am concerned with in this paper. To unpack this question, we need to consider the setting in

which social evolution takes place, akin to what G.E. Hutchinson called "the ecological theater"

in which evolution takes place. This theater is made up of various components that themselves

are evolving under natural selection. In Figure 1, I give a breakdown of the five components that

organize any interaction and provide the setting for evolution. These components are: the game

(or payoff structure), proximate mechanisms of behavior, interaction network (including popula-

tion subdivision), inheritance mechanisms, and the life history of the organisms involved in the

interaction (see caption of Figure 1 for more details). This breakdown is not the only logically

possible one, but it represents a useful organization of the aspects of interactions that we know

to be important in determining the evolution of social traits.

Social evolution theory conventionally takes most or all of the components described in Figure

1 as exogenously fixed, e.g., makes prior assumptions for what the payoff function is, or how

the interaction network is structured, and asks what kind of social behavior evolves under a

given set of conditions. In this paper, I argue that we should pay more attention to the fact
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that these components themselves are traits that co-evolve with the behaviors they influence.

These coevolutionary dynamics can drive social evolution in unexpected directions, as some of

the results I review below illustrate. Understanding how the components that organize social

and ecological interactions evolve will help us understand how the diversity of interactions with

different kinds of behaviors and social and ecological outcomes comes about.

In what follows, I review recent work on each of the five components that addresses the ques-

tion of how they coevolve with a social behavior such as cooperation, synthesize these findings,

and point to open questions.

The game

The game, i.e., the set of potential behaviors or phenotypes, and their material outcomes or

payoffs is where it all starts. The material payoffs to a given phenotype is the ultimate driver

of social selection. Most models of the evolution of cooperation are based on a version of the

Prisoner’s Dilemma, exemplified by the payoff matrix in eq. (1), where the first number is the

payoff to the row player, and the second the payoff to the column player:

Cooperate Defect

Cooperate 5, 5 1, 7

Defect 7, 1 2, 2

. (1)

The focus on the Prisoner’s Dilemma makes sense as a theory building strategy: in this game,

any unilateral change in behavior increases one player’s payoff while decreasing the other’s.

Figure 1: [Figure 1 goes roughly here]
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In this sense, the Prisoner’s Dilemma embodies the purest form of conflict and a worst case

scenario for cooperation. This structure also follows from a simple model where a behavior or

trait has a net cost to its bearer, but benefits the partner. Yet, what embodies theoretical intuition

is not necessarily the most prevalent situation in nature and several researchers have questioned

whether games being played in nature are mostly Prisoner’s Dilemmas (Noe, 1990, 2006). This

is both an empirical and a theoretical question; I will focus on the latter aspect. The payoff

structure of the game (i.e., the entries or even the number of rows and the columns of the payoff

matrix) can itself evolve through natural selection acting on individual traits that add or remove

strategies, or change payoffs from different strategies. The question then becomes how such traits

evolve, and what the resulting evolutionarily stable games, if any, are.

Models of evolving games

Peck and Feldman (1986) developed one of the first models that dealt with a game that is chang-

ing with individual behaviors. They modeled a population of individuals that engage in pairwise

interactions and can behave in a self- or group-directed way. The payoff from the group-directed

behavior is fixed and equally shared by the two individuals while the selfish behavior returned

a payoff that is dependent on the frequency of selfish behaviors. This assumption introduces an

extra layer of frequency dependence due to direct dependence of the payoffs on the frequency

of behaviors in the populations, whereas more commonly the payoffs from each pairing are

fixed, but frequency dependence might arise due to changing probabilities of different pairings

(Lehmann and Keller, 2006a). Peck and Feldman (1986) show that if the past cooperation in-

creases the relative rewards from playing the cooperative strategy now, cooperative behaviors

can invade even in panmictic populations. This paper is noteworthy for treating for the first time

the reciprocal feedback between social behaviors and the game they evolve under. A more recent
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model by Hilbe et al. (2018) returned to this theme by modeling a general setting where the game

played in a repeated interaction changes stochastically as a function of the strategies played in

the last round. Similar to Peck and Feldman, they find that cooperation can evolve if cooperative

behaviors tend to lead to more profitable games being played down the line, even if each game

by itself could not support cooperation.

A different approach to the evolution of the game was proposed by Worden and Levin (2007),

who modeled players that innovate new variations of existing strategies with slightly different

payoffs. These new strategies can be taken up by learning or discarded according to the payoffs

they give. Worden and Levin show that this gradual evolution of payoff matrix through varia-

tions in the strategies available tends to lead away from a Prisoner’s Dilemma game, and tend

to reduce the conflict between the players. This happens due to the fact that Worden and Levin

(2007) assume the payoff increments to each player are drawn independently, so new strategies

face no trade-offs between benefiting one or the other player. In this way, the conflict embedded

in the Prisoner’s Dilemma erodes away as the game explores other, conflict-free strategies. A

related model by Huang et al. (2012) considers a similar model to Worden and Levin, but allows

old strategies to go extinct (whereas Worden and Levin keep them at low frequencies). They

find that populations stabilize at an intermediate diversity of strategies and the pairwise inter-

actions between strategies most frequently consitute Hawk-Dove games, rather than Prisoner’s

Dilemmas.

The models of Worden and Levin (2007) and Huang et al. (2012) share the feature that the

introduction of the mutant does not change the behavior of others immediately. That means a

new strategy can only invade if it has a higher payoffs against the opponent strategies in the equi-

librium already being played. In Akçay and Roughgarden (2011), we changed this assumption

by allowing partners to respond to the new payoff structured that result from the introduction
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of new strategies, such that new strategies can invade by incentivizing partners to behave differ-

ently. For example, in a territorial conflict between two animals, an incentive might be less strict

policing of established territory boundaries, so a partner yielding territory could still forage in it.

This would reduce the cost of yielding territory and can induce the partner to yield. Providing

such incentives are likely to be costly to the focal individual, however. Consequently, we find that

in a diploid population and with 2-strategy game, incentives might be able to invade but they

cannot fix. This is because to be able to invade, a heterozygous mutant has to provide enough

incentive to change partner behavior. But once a partner starts cooperating, they cooperate fully,

and therefore no further incentives that a diploid can provide at higher cost can elicit more bene-

fit from them. The result is a population with a variety of games being played depending on the

genotypes being matched, and cooperation coexists with defection, despite on average having

different payoffs.

More recent work by Stewart and Plotkin (2014) considered the co-evolution of the payoff

matrix with conditional strategies in iterated prisoner’s dilemma games. It is well-known that

cooperation can be sustained via various conditional strategies (such as "Tit-for-Tat") in such a

setting if the value of future cooperation exceeds the temptation to defect now (Axelrod and

Hamilton, 1981). Stewart and Plotkin (2014) asked what happens when individuals can also

evolve their investments into cooperation (i.e., the costs they pay and the benefit they provide).

They showed that such coevolution sets up a surprising dynamic: when cooperation is prevalent,

selection favors higher cooperative investments because both parties enjoy increased benefits of

cooperation. But this increased investment comes with increased costs, and therefore increases

the temptation to defect which in turn shrinks the set of conditional strategies that can sustain

cooperation. Eventually, the population "falls out" of this set, and cooperation collapses. In

contrast to the models above, Stewart and Plotkin’s (2014) results show that payoff evolution
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does not necessarily act to resolve conflicts, and may in fact exacerbate them if the underlying

conflict is "masked" through the behavioral mechanisms such as reciprocity.

Evolving games through resource feedbacks

In many ecological and social interactions, payoffs depend on the environment, which may

change by strategies played in the population. The classical example is a common pool resource

that is being exploited by a population playing a variety of harvesting strategies such as low,

sustainable harvest effort vs. high, unsustainable effort. (Ostrom, 1990; Sethi and Somanathan,

1996; Tavoni et al., 2012; Tilman et al., 2017). An equivalent biological example is viruses with

different virulence levels exploiting host cells (Kerr et al., 2006; Rankin et al., 2007; Lion and

Boots, 2010). Alternatively, the resource might be produced at different rates by individuals of

differeny phenotypes, as is common in microbial communities (Estrela et al., 2018). In the sim-

plest cases, the payoffs to each harvesting or production strategy only depends on the resource

stock and not directly on the frequency of other strategies. In a resource harvesting scenario, this

means that if the cost of harvesting is greater the benefits from the harvest, overharvesting will

always be stable. Sethi and Somanathan (1996) observed that sustainable harvesters can avert this

outcome by punishing overharvesters. Such punishment introduces a direct strategic interaction

between the strategies, where the payoffs to individuals depend both on the resource stock and

the frequency of strategies. Sethi and Somanathan (1996) show that the resultant coevolutionary

dynamics of the resources and strategies can have stable equilibria where cooperators and a high

standing resource level are maintained, but there are also stable equilibria where defectors are

fixed, and in some cases, the resource goes extinct.

Tavoni et al. (2012) considered a slightly different punishment mechanism where defectors

are excluded from community benefits produced by cooperators. Such sanctioning introduces
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positive frequency dependence in the strategy dynamics, and means that cooperators have to

somehow get above a threshold frequency for cooperation to be stably maintained (sometimes

in mixed equilibrium with defection). Although ostracism can maintain cooperation, later work

by Tilman et al. (2017) shows that cooperative norms that maximize the aggregate welfare (the

maximum sustainable profit) are more vulnerable to invasion by defectors, and a more robust

cooperative norm needs to overexploit the resource somewhat to reduce the temptation to would-

be defectors.

In the papers discussed above, the co-evolution of the resource and strategies generally results

in a stable outcome. A recent paper by Weitz et al. (2016) demonstrates that this need not be the

case, and persistent oscillations in the strategies and resource levels can be obtained. In their

model, the game at any instant is given by an average of two different games, weighted by the

environmental state, whose dynamics can be slower or faster than strategy dynamics. Weitz et al.

analyze this model exhaustively, documenting several different dynamical regimes. One of the

most intruiging ones is one with oscillatory dynamics, which happens when the strategies that

are successful in one game cause the environmental state to move in the direction of the other

game. Interestingly, Weitz et al. show that the presence of oscillations are independent of the

relative time-scales of the environment and strategy dynamics. This happens because in Weitz

et al.’s (2016) model, for almost all strategy frequencies, the environment tends to move to one

of the boundary states regardless of the strategies being played. The dynamics therefore travel

between the corner equilibria of strategy-resource pairings in a heteroclinic cycle.

In a related model, Rand et al. (2017) look at the co-evolution of deliberative and intuitive

behavioral strategies in a setting where the costs and benefits from each is co-evolving with their

frequency. They also demonstrate oscillations between the strategies, under the assumption that

each strategy becomes more costly as its adoption increases in the population. In their model,
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however, cycling happens only when the costs change sufficiently slowly relative to strategy

dynamics, in contrast to the results of Weitz et al. (2016). This is because the dynamics of the

costs always tend to an internal equilibrium. But if costs are too slow to catch up with the

popularity of strategies, the latter alternatively overshoot and undershoot what would have been

their equilibrium abundance. Tilman et al. (2019) recently generalized this approach to include

the intrinsic growth or decay dynamics of the environmental resources. Their analysis includes

as special cases many of the cases discussed above, and reveals that the dynamical regimes are

determined by four parameters that describe the incentives faced by individuals at the corners

of the environment-strategy space plus the relative speed of environmental dynamics.

Evolution of incentives under private information and mechanism design

The papers above all treat scenarios with symmetric agents, where no individual can affect the

game played more than the other, and there is (effectively) perfect information about the payoffs.

If one party controlled the incentives, it would not be surprising to find the game changing

in that party’s favor. Imperfect and assymetric information, however, can change this picture

dramatically, as the party who controls the incentives may not be able to compute what the

optimal incentives are from their own perspective. This scenario underlies a large literature on

signaling of need by offspring to their parents (Godfray et al., 1991; Godfray, 1995). A crucial

problem in this case is how to elicit the information that only the signaler has when the signaler

by default has incentives to misrepresent (e.g., the offspring appearing more needy than it really

is). The approach in these models is to find a response to signals for the receivers which makes it

such that signaler’s strategy is a a strictly increasing function of their need. At such "separating

equilibria," the receiver can then behave optimally according to its own payoff given the revealed

need of the signaler.
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Nöldeke and Samuelson (1999) showed that the unique separating equilibrium in the parent

offspring signaling model of Godfray et al. (1991) results from the parent "charging" the offspring

the difference between the marginal fitness value of additional provisioning to the parent and

offspring, so that the offspring’s optimal demand matches with the parent’s. This is the only sig-

naling equilibrium in this model, because the parent is imposing the costs and therefore they can

only depend on the signal value and not on the real state of the offspring. Further, the offspring

cannot respond to different incentives by the parent, because both the parental cost schedule and

offspring behavior are evolving at the same time-scale. But although this signaling equilibrium

allows the parent to extract information from the offspring, the costs at the equilibrium may be so

high that the parent is better off without any signaling (Rodríguez-Gironés et al., 1996; Johnstone,

1999) and the signaling equilibrium may not be robust to finite perturbations (Rodríguez-Gironés

et al., 1998).

One potential solution to this problem is to consider the fact that signaling involves some

learning: parents likely evolve a reaction norm that describes how much they will feed the

offspring for a given signaling level, and the offspring can adjust its signaling level to maximize

its net growth (Akçay, 2012). In such a scenario, parents can evolve to impose lower costs for

the same amount of provisioning. This would lead parents to do more provisioning than would

maximize their fitness if they had perfect information about offspring need, but they can still

have hifher fitness than the signaling equilibrium of Godfray et al. (1991). The offspring’s ability

to extract more resources than would have been optimal for the parent is called an "information

rent" in economics.

More generally, costly signaling theory is closely linked to a branch of economics called

mechanism design (Vickrey, 1961; Myerson, 1979). Mechanism design asks the question of how

to design a game to elicit a desired outcome from optimally behaving agents. A central theorem
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of mechanism design, called the "revelation principle" (Myerson, 1979) allows one to represent

the equilibria of any game, however complicated, with a given information structure (i.e., who

knows what) with one from a class of simple games. In these games, called "direct mechanisms,"

individuals simply reveal their information to a central arbiter and receibe their payoffs. The only

constraint is that the function mapping information revealed to payoffs should make it optimal

for the individuals to "reveal" their private information honestly, a condition called "incentive

compatibility." Incentive compatible direct mechanisms allow one to characterize the entire range

of possible outcomes in a given information environment. Crucially, one can say what outcomes

are impossible in any game, no matter how complex or clever.

Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983) famously applied the revelation theorem to the case of a

buyer and seller bargaining over the sale of an item. They showed that if the player’s valuation

of the item is only known to them, there is no game (bargaining procedure) that will make sure

the trade will take whenever it is mutually beneficial. In other words, some mutually benefi-

cial exchanges are completely precluded because of the problem of private information. Akçay

et al. (2012) showed that the setting considered by Myerson and Satterthwaite is closely related to

the reproductive transactions theory of cooperative breeding (Vehrencamp, 1983). Reproductive

transactions theory has numerous models with particular assumptions that can determine repro-

ductive transactions in such a setting. But none had considered the possibility that individual

might be privately informed about their expected success in breeeding alone. Akçay et al. (2012)

show that the Myerson and Satterthwaite result applies to reproductive transactions as well: re-

gardless of the details of the game structure, private information may preclude individuals from

cooperating even when it is mutually beneficial to do so.
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Future directions for evolving games

The above subsections provide a review of models that explicitly address how the payoffs from

a game evolve. So far, research on this question has proceeded in somewhat disjoint litera-

ture, partly reflecting the fact that there are numerous ways in which the game can evolve (e.g.,

through resource feedbacks or through evolving new strategies), each raising different theoretical

issues. Moving forward will entail exploring these different ways in which the game can evolve

and integrating results across settings.

One common theme emerging from the papers discussed above that game evolution can

resolve some of the conflicts of interests embodied in the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, and hence

create more favorable conditions for cooperation. However, the resolution may not be complete

because either the modifications to the payoff matrix themselves are constrained by underlying

trade-offs (as in Akçay and Roughgarden, 2011), or previous evolution has locked players into

a Hawk-Dove game (as in Worden and Levin, 2007; Huang et al., 2012). At the end of the day,

the world has finite resources, which will impose some unbreakable trade-offs between players

at some level. The Prisoner’s Dilemma is supposed to distill such conflicts, but the above results

show that social systems can evolve to deal with this fundamental conflict in different ways. At

the same time, payoff conflicts can be resolved through various mechanisms (such as conditional

behaviors that cast "the shadow of the future" over current interactions), but by masking the

underlying conflict such mechanisms might lead to increased conflict in the long-run (Stewart

and Plotkin, 2014). These results illustrate that the evolutionary dynamics of payoff conflict and

alignment between agents can take unexpected turns.

Economists and political scientists working on the evolution of institutions have grappled

with resolving conflicts of interests for a long time (North, 1991; Bowles et al., 2003). Integrating

their tools with evolutionary theory is likely to be fruitful to understand how social systems
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evolve to manage conflicts of interests (Akçay et al., 2010, 2012). A major question for such a

theory is how much conflict and in which form (e.g., a game of pure conflict such as Prisoner’s

Dilemma vs. coordination games with partial conflict like Hawk-Dove) will persist for a given

shape of fundamental trade-offs that underlie the interaction. Other aspects of the game, such

as the roles of players, the specificity of such roles (Bshary and Bronstein, 2004; Rodrigues and

Kokko, 2016), or the order in which players take actions (Pen and Taylor, 2005; McNamara et al.,

2006) are also evolvable, but how selection act on these remains largely unexplored. Finally, most

of the work above has also taken place in discrete-action, two player games; a broader diversity of

models including continuous games and N-player interactions likely will reveal more surprising

dynamics.

Proximate mechanisms

The second component of Figure 1 we will take up is the proximate mechanisms of behavior. In

this context, proximate mechanism refers to any biological mechanism that produces a behavior

or phenotype within the lifetime of an organism or the duration of an interaction. Although

it is universally admitted that proximate (mechanistic) and ultimate (evolutionary) causation of

traits need to be integrated (Tinbergen, 1963), until recently proximate mechanisms mostly took

a back seat in the development of social evolution theory (with some notable exceptions such

as reciprocal altruism (Trivers, 1971; Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981) and developmental plasticity

(West-Eberhard, 1989)). Theory in behavioral ecology proceeded for a long time under the work-

ing assumption that natural selection will somehow take care of the proximate mechanism to

produce ecologically optimal behaviors (Grafen, 1984). But such a strict dichotomy of proximate

and ultimate causes neglects that "ultimate" selection pressures can be determined by "proxi-

mate" mechanisms, which suggests reciprocal cycles of causation with no clear hierarchy (Laland
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et al., 2011, 2013). Behavioral ecology theory has been making progress in moving beyond this di-

chotomy (Stamps, 1991; Roughgarden et al., 2006; Roughgarden, 2009; McNamara and Houston,

2009; Fawcett et al., 2012; McNamara, 2013). A sizable literature now exists that explicitly models

(simple) proximate mechanisms of behavior and the evolution of such proximate mechanisms. In

this section, I focus on models of simple proximate mechanisms in continuous social dilemmas

that illustrate some of the still open questions.

Evolution of behavioral dynamics in continuous games

To fix the setting, imagine a typical social dilemma where individuals can invest continuously

varying amounts into behaviors that are costly for themselves but benefit others. How will in-

dividuals decide on how much to invest? A collection of models (starting with Doebeli and

Knowlton, 1998; Wahl and Nowak, 1999; McNamara et al., 1999) investigate simple proximate

mechanisms where individuals’ investments are determined by a linear reaction norm, e.g., one

specifying that a focal individual matches the partner contribution at a certain ratio. In these

models, individuals start with some set of investments, and keep updating their behavior in

response to each other, eventually arriving at a stable pair of actions. The actions at this "be-

havioral equilibrium" then determine the final payoff, and therefore fitness of the individuals.

The behavioral equilibrium in turn is a function of the slope and intercept of the linear reac-

tion norms. This slope and intercept, rather than any particular action, are heritable traits that

evolve according to the behavioral equilibria they produce. Thus, these models put evolution

at an arm’s length from the actual behaviors. The same genotype (describing a reaction norm)

can behave differently according to the partners’ genotype, making these models special cases of

indirect genetic effects (Moore et al., 1997; McGlothlin et al., 2010; Akçay and Van Cleve, 2012).

Cooperation can be stable in such games even in the absence of relatedness, since individuals can
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evolve to behaviorally respond to one another and reduce or increase contributions depending on

partners’ actions. These behavioral responses counteract the incentives to withhold cooperation

and reward partners that cooperate (amounting to reciprocity).

There are two main theoretical findings in this basic setup. The first is that there is a con-

tinuum of evolutionarily stable reaction norms that can result in any level of cooperation from

zero to maximally beneficial (Taylor and Day, 2004). This is because one can always find a slope-

intercept pair that generates a behavioral equilibrium that is made evolutionarily stable by the

slope (Akçay and Van Cleve, 2012; Van Cleve and Akçay, 2014). The second finding is that ab-

sent constraints on what slope-intercept pairs can invade, no pair is strictly evolutionarily stable,

because there is an infinite number of slope-intercept pairs that produce the same behavioral out-

come against the resident (Taylor and Day, 2004). Some of these reaction norms, when playing

against themselves, will result in higher cooperation than the resident and can invade through

a combination of drift and mutant-mutant interactions. This process tends to favor increased

cooperation up to the maximum possible total benefit (André and Day, 2007). Interestingly, the

multiplicity and neutrality of equilibria disappear when the payoff function fluctuates due to

environmental variation (McNamara et al., 1999; Johnstone and Hinde, 2006; André, 2015; Ito

et al., 2017). In these cases, the linear reaction norm has to either be best response across a range

of behaviors (McNamara et al., 1999; Johnstone and Hinde, 2006), or be optimal in expectation

(André, 2015; Ito et al., 2017), which gets rid of the degeneracy.

An alternative approach is to model organisms as goal-oriented agents that try to behaviorally

maximize some objective function, representing intrinsic motivations of agents. These motiva-

tions are in turn shaped by natural selection (Akçay et al., 2009; Akçay and Van Cleve, 2012; Van

Cleve and Akçay, 2014). This approach captures the notion that animals have internal repre-

sentations of rewards of outcomes and engage in goal-seeking behaviors (McFarland and Sibly,
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1975; McFarland, 1991). These models show that the shape of the objective function and what

aspects of it are evolving crucially determines the evolutionary outcome. For example, Akçay

et al. (2009) considered the evolution of other-regarding preferences in two-person games, and

show that they cannot evolve in the additive form (i.e., a weighted sum of own and partners pay-

off) but can in a multiplicative form (a weighted product of the two payoffs). This is because the

latter type produces positive responsiveness (analogous to the slope of the linear reaction norms)

at behavioral equilibria with positive investment, which incentivizes the partner to investing in

cooperation. In contrast, an additive other-regard function produces a negative responsiveness

and therefore does not incentivize cooperation. Akçay and Van Cleve (2012) extended this model

to multiplayer interactions between related individuals, and showed that the the responsiveness

coefficient plays exactly the same role as relatedness in determining the evolutionary outcome.

This framework can also be mapped directly on the formalism of indirect genetic effects (Mc-

Glothlin et al., 2010), and thus provides a way to understand the evolution of the indirect genetic

effects (Kazancıoğlu et al., 2012).

Future directions for modeling proximate mechanisms

The good news from the theoretical work reviewed so far is that including proximate mechanisms

directly into evolutionary models can be done in a tractable way, and has yielded interesting

insights in how the proximate basis of social behaviors can evolve. The bad news is that the

predicted outcomes are often not unique and depend on details of the proximate mechanisms

assumed in the models. Developing a predictive theory of what kind of proximate mechanism

will evolve, and what type of genetic variation will be available to natural selection remain the

biggest open questions.

One way to address this question is to model the mechanistic basis of how decisions are
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made, e.g., through modeling dynamics of reinforcement learning (Dridi and Lehmann, 2015;

Dridi and Akcay, 2018) or neural networks (Enquist and Ghirlanda, 2005). For example, McNally

et al. (2012) studied the evolution of neural networks that play iterated (discrete action) Prisoner’s

Dilemma and Snowdrift games with each other. They allow these networks to evolve both by

changing network weights and adding and removing nodes that compute responses or record

the states of other nodes, the latter allowing for the network to have longer memory. They

find that selection tends to increase the complexity of the network when the game is near its

(single-shot) Nash equilibrium. Although more complex networks do not necesarily lead to

more cooperation on average, the variance of cooperation increases. One reason that frequency

of different outcomes can change with differences in the complexity of the underlying mechanism

is that the mutational distance between strategies are different (van den Berg and Weissing, 2015;

Stewart and Plotkin, 2015). How many mutations it takes to go from one kind of conditional

strategy to another determines which strategies can compete with each other and therefore affects

the stability of each.

These results further highlight that the details of the proximate mechanisms that produce

flexible behaviors can affect the evolutionary outcomes. This might worry some theorists, as

it means that the space of possible outcomes is not well-constrained. But a more positive in-

terpretation is that modeling proximate mechanisms introduces a rich space of outcomes with

structure that we can explore. More importantly, new methods for fine-scale quantification of

behavioral interactions (e.g., Klibaite et al., 2017) can be used to constrain our models of prox-

imate mechanisms, although we are not at the point of connecting our evolutionary models to

such behavioral data yet. In other contexts (e.g., microbial social evolution and social insects),

gene regulatory networks as opposed to neural networks may be the more appropriate mecha-

nistic basis for modeling flexible behaviors (Akçay et al., 2015). This is another context where we
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have the advantage of increasingly fine-scale look at how gene expression changes with social

interactions. To take advantage of these new data from an evolutionary perspective, we need to

combine our evolutionary models with better models of proximate mechanisms, which is where

a lot of exciting new work remains to be done.

Interaction networks

The third component of social evolution theory in Figure 1 is the interaction network structure,

defined very broadly as who interacts with whom. The most studied effector of social evolution,

genetic relatedness between individuals, is a consequence of interaction network structure, and is

the subject of a vast theoretical literature (Rousset and Billiard, 2000; Rousset, 2004; Tarnita et al.,

2009; Lehmann and Rousset, 2010; Van Cleve, 2015). In this section, I review recent research that

has started to push into two directions: the co-evolution of the life-history variables that affect

population structure with the social traits, and the structure and evolution of fine-scale social

structure within social groups.

Evolution of dispersal rates in structured populations

The central role dispersal plays both as a driver of social selection (Hamilton, 1964) and as a

trait under social selection itself (Hamilton and May, 1977) has long been recognized. One of the

most important theoretical insights after Hamilton was that although limited dispersal can in-

crease relatedness and favor altruism, it also increases local competition with kin which disfavors

altruism (Wilson et al., 1992; Taylor, 1992). Considering the coevolution of dispersal and behav-

iors therefore requires accounting for the long-term fitness consequences on a spatially extended

lineage. Perrin and Lehmann (2001) investigated the coevolution of dispersal and cooperation
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under kin-recognition in patch structured populations. They found that kin recognition can al-

leviate some of the canceling effect of local competition, and depending on the mechanism of

kin recognition, limited dispersal may have a negative or non-monotonic relationship to altruism

at the coeovolutionary equilibrium. Le Galliard et al. (2005) took up the same question under a

model where empty sites were allowed, which relaxes the negative effect of local competition,

and showed that when costs to mobility are high, cooperative behavior and low dispersal can

co-evolve and reinforce each other.

Both of the above models use an adaptive dynamics framework where the population is al-

most always monomorphic in dispersal; i.e., cooperators and defectors have the same dispersal

traits. Koella (2000) used an individual-based simulation model of a population living on a lat-

tice, and allowed heterogeneity in dispersal rates. In his model, starting with a low dispersal

rate, cooperation readily evolves. However, when the dispersal rates are allowed to co-evolve,

defectors evolve high dispersal rate, which facilitates their invasion of cooperative subpopula-

tions, resulting in a polymorphism between cooperators that disperse locally and defectors that

disperse long-distance. A similar result is found by Hochberg et al. (2008) who considered a

group-structured model where cooperators invest in public goods that promote the growth of

the group: in their model, cooperators evolve to stay in groups while defectors evolve to dis-

perse out. Similarly, Smaldino et al. (2013) find in a spatially explicit model that cooperators and

defectors can coexist when the former move around less and the latter more.

In these models, cooperators and cheaters are discrete types. Purcell et al. (2012) modeled the

coevolution of cooperation and dispersal as continuous traits in patch-structured populations.

Using individual-based simulations, they show that a negative correlation between cooperation

and dispersal traits can evolve, and is stronger when dispersal is costly. That can lead to the

emergence of patches of cooperative individuals that stay together, and eventually increase aver-
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age cooperation levels in the group. Interestingly, Purcell et al. find that these dynamics depend

crucially on the mode of population regulation: cooperation and low dispersal are harder to

evolve if density dependence acts at the patch level (i.e., wipes out entire patches) compared to

at the individual level (i.e., individuals from random patches die due to density dependence.)

Parvinen (2013) considers a related model with both patch-level density dependence and posi-

tive probabilities of entire patches getting wiped out. He studies the conditions for evolutionary

branching in the cooperation and dispersal traits that gives rise to two separate types as in the

discrete model above. Parvinen shows that this can happen to cooperation when the benefit from

cooperation is saturating in the number of cooperators, due to the ecological dynamics of group

size. In the resulting polymorphic population, cooperators then evolve lower dispersal, and de-

fectors higher. More recently, Mullon et al. (2018) modeled the co-evolution of the cooperation

probability with dispersal. In this setting, the payoff from cooperation is linear in the probability

to cooperate, so evolutionary branching does not happen when either cooperation or dispersal

are evolving alone. Strikingly, however, evolutionary branching happens under a wide range

of conditions when the probability of cooperation and dispersal are both evolving, as mutants

that have higher cooperation and lower dispersal and vice versa can both invade an evolutionary

attractor point. Interestingly, they also found that recombination between cooperation and dis-

persal loci will then be selected to decrease so that the two traits will be genetically integrated.

This further stabilizes the polymorphism.

Coevolution of network structure with social behaviors

The papers discussed above mostly deal with the physical subdivision of populations. Population

structure can also exist at a finer scale: even amongst individuals live in the same patch or group,

some pairs will interact more than others. Empirical studies are increasing providing detailed
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quantitative picture of such fine scale social structure using tools from social network analysis

(Wey et al., 2008; Pinter-Wollman et al., 2013). These social networks are inherently dynamic,

as the presence or absence of an interaction results from the decisions organisms make in their

lifetimes. Furthermore, these decisions are driven by heritable traits which can coevolve with

other social traits. One mechanism that organizes fine-scale social structure is partner choice

(Bull and Rice, 1991), which has been considered in several models that regard network dynamics

implicitly. McNamara et al. (2008) modeled the coevolution of such choosiness in partners and

cooperation levels, and found that low mortality, which reduces the opportunity costs of being

choosy, favors partner choice and cooperation. Partner choice can also be affected by institutions

that assort cooperators and defectors: Bowles et al. (2003) showed that such institutions can

evolve in group structured populations as they promote higher cooperation and group-level

performance.

Another group of models looks at network dynamics explicitly and considered how coopera-

tion and network structure coevolve: Ilany and Akçay (2016) proposed a model where newborns

make connections by "socially inheriting" their parent’s connections and making "random" con-

nections with others. They showed that this process can match important statistics such as de-

gree distribution, clustering coefficients, and modularity of actual networks from four vertebrate

species. Additionally, social inheritance automatically generates assortment within the group

in (genetically) inherited traits. Cavaliere et al. (2012) considered the evolution of cooperation

(providing benefits to connections) in a special case of the social inheritance model that omits

random linking. They observed that when cooperation is at high frequency, networks become

well-connected, while they were sparsely connected when cooperation was rare. This happens

because in cooperative populations, individuals with more connections receive more benefits

therefore reproduce more. As their offspring socially inherit their connections, newborns there-
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fore also tend to be highly connected. Conversely, when cooperation is at low frequency, network

connections do not matter for fitness (because defectors provide no benefits), and one recovers a

neutral network structure, which for the parameters Cavaliere et al. considered is sparse (Ilany

and Akçay, 2016).

In these models, the probabilities of social inheritance and random connection are fixed traits.

But in nature, the linking traits themselves are likely to be evolvable traits and may co-evolve with

social behaviors, which produces unexpected dynamics (Akçay, 2018). Under these network

dynamics, cooperation evolves only under low probability of random linking. However, once

cooperation is at high frequency, selection favors making connections indiscriminately because

everyone is giving out benefits. Thus, the probability of random linking increases, and eventually

stops being able to sustain cooperation. This shows that cooperation selects for conditions that

undermines itself. This dynamic can be cut short if social connections are costly, but such costs

can negate most or all of the benefits from cooperation (Akçay, 2018).

The overall message from this section is that the coevolutionary dynamics of dispersal and

social behaviors can lead to outcomes one might not expect from considering each alone, as is

mostly done in social evolution. These coevolutionary dynamics sometimes favor cooperation

by preparing conditions conducive to it (e.g. Le Galliard et al., 2005; Purcell et al., 2012); but

cooperation can also undermine itself (Akçay, 2018). The emergence of distinct combinations of

dispersal strategies and social behaviors (e.g., Koella, 2000; Mullon et al., 2018) can be considered

as a social niche (Saltz et al., 2016). Co-evolution of the interaction network with social behaviors

seems to promote diversification of social niches, but what determines the diversity of social

niches remains an open question (Saltz and Foley, 2011; Montiglio et al., 2013).
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Demography

The next component from Figure 1 is the demographic structure of populations, which is well-

established as a potent modulator of social selection (Lehmann and Rousset, 2010). Prior research

on the coevolution of demography with social behaviors focused mainly on the coevolution of

social behavior with dispersal (discussed above), population densities or group size, and to a

lesser extent, mating systems.

Coevolution of population density and group size with social traits

Social behaviors can change the birth and death rates of populations and therefore affect their

ecological dynamics. Most social evolution models deal with density dependence by assuming a

fully saturated population of constant size. With local dispersal, this means that local competition

between kin cancels some indirect benefits due to increased relatedness, as discussed above. One

way to alleviate this problem is to consider "elastic" populations, i.e., ones that can grow or shrink

according to the outcome of social dynamics (Wilson, 1987; Lehmann et al., 2006; Platt and Bever,

2009). This phenomenon has been modeled with either group structured populations where

the group’s carrying capactiy depends on the frequency of cooperation (Wilson, 1987; Lehmann

et al., 2006), or in spatially extended populations (such as a lattice) with local reproduction (e.g.,

Van Baalen and Rand, 1998) and the potential for empty sites. In the latter case, empty sites (e.g.,

created by background mortality) relax kin competition as the population density co-evolves

with the social behavior. These models consider the emergence of correlations between the types

of neighboring individuals and the number of empty patches experienced by each type from

the eco-evolutionary dynamics of the social traits. A main message from them is that the type

of demographic benefit (e.g., fecundity increase vs. survival decrease) from cooperation can

change the conditions under which cooperation evolves and its population consequences (Lion
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and Gandon, 2009; Débarre et al., 2014). One of these consequences is that increased survival or

fecundity due to cooperation might constrain further evolution of cooperation due to populations

being locally saturated around cooperators, which causes increased kin competition locally.

A similar negative feedback between population density and cooperation can happen in

group-structured populations when group size increases with density, as this reduces the av-

erage relatedness between individuals in a group (Hauert et al., 2006). Such a negative feedback

was demonstrated experimentally by Sanchez and Gore (2013) using budding yeast that secrete

invertase into the periplasmic space where it breaks down sucrose into glucose and fructose

which then diffuse out to the environment. They showed that cheater strains that do not pro-

duce invertase do better at high population densities, while producer strains do well at low

densities, but the latter cause population density to increase. Van Dyken and Wade (2012) show

populations can escape this negative feedback when multiple social traits co-evolve, where one

increases the survival or fecundity of social partners and another increases local resource avail-

ability. Survival-increasing cooperation creates higher local population sizes, which leads to

selection for increased resource provision. This in turn relaxes local competition and selects for

cooperative traits that increase fecundity. This positive feedback can lead to much higher levels

of either type of helping in a coevolutionary setting than when evolving in isolation. It is also

worth noting that even if population or group sizes are fixed, niche construction can evolve if the

benefits from the resource is felt in subsequent generations, as the spreading of benefits in time

also alleviates local competition between the producer of the public good and its beneficiaries

(Lehmann, 2007, 2008).

In the above models, population density or group size changes as a passive consequence of

the social behavior. It is also possible that group size is selected more directly through individ-

ual preferences for association. Avilés (2002) modeled a population where groups are formed
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through a process of accretion, where each new member joins a group with a probability that is

a function of its own and other group members grouping preferences. The coevolution of these

preferences with cooperative behaviors that increase group productivity can produce coevolu-

tionary cycles: in populations with low cooperativeness, a negative correlation evolves between

cooperation and grouping tendency, which favors cooperators forming smaller groups and keep-

ing the non-cooperators out. As cooperation increases, however, an incentive to join bigger

groups emerges. The negative correlation between grouping tendency and cooperation disap-

pears and bigger, more mixed groups form that favor non-cooperators. This is another kind

feedback that makes cooperation self-limiting. In a related model, Powers et al. (2011) find a con-

strasting result: preference for the smallest founding group sizes (single individuals) coevolves

with cooperation, and remains stable. The reason is that Powers et al. (2011) consider a "haystack"

model where groups grow separately from other groups for a certain number of reproductive cy-

cles of individuals. This sets up selection against larger group sizes in the model, as groups

with two founders would run the chance of acquiring a defector and therefore growing less. In

contrast, in Avilés (2002), groups disband at the end of every reproductive cycle. Interestingly,

Powers et al. find that the initial evolution of small founder sizes might take a long time, because

it first needs a positive genetic association between cooperation and smaller group sizes to form.

For populations with initially large group size preferences, selection does not favor cooperation,

and therefore the necessary associations do not form except through drift.

Coevolution of mating systems with altruism

One of the most interesting recent debates in social evolution in recent years is how mating

systems influence the evolution of cooperation between siblings, including eusociality and co-

operative breeding (Hughes et al., 2008; Nowak et al., 2010; Cornwallis et al., 2010; Lukas and
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Clutton-Brock, 2012). Theory predicts that high relatedness due to genetic monogamy or in-

breeding favors cooperation within sib groups (Hamilton, 1972; Charlesworth, 1978) but where

do these mating systems come from? This question attracted some interest in the late 1980s, but

surprisingly little follow-up since. Peck and Feldman (1988) showed in a two locus population

genetic model that monogamous mating preferences can coevolve with altruistic behaviors. Like-

wise, Breden and Wade (1991) showed that preferences for inbreeding (within sibship mating)

can also coevolve and mutually reinforce altruistic behaviors. In both cases, a linkage disequi-

librium arises between the altruistic allele and the mating preference allele that produces high

relatedness, since altruism is selected for within families with high relatedness, and selected

against otherwise. In this way, mating preferences that produce high relatedness and altruistic

traits can reinforce each other. The question of how mating preferences would coevolve with

social behaviors appears ripe to be treated with more recent theoretical tools in multi-locus social

evolution theory (Gardner et al., 2007; Roze and Rousset, 2008).

Inheritance mechanisms

The final component of Figure 1 we will take up is the mechanism by which the social behavior

or its context is inherited. Most social evolutionary theory explicitly (or sometimes implicitly)

assumes genetic inheritance, but it is becoming increasingly clear that other mechanisms of inher-

itance (e.g., cultural or ecological) can play important roles in evolution (Bonduriansky and Day,

2018). This issue already figured in the discussions above, as in the discussion of social inheri-

tance (Ilany and Akçay, 2016; Akçay, 2018) or niche construction across generations (Lehmann

and Balloux, 2007; Lehmann, 2008). There is increasing interest in how different inheritance

mechanisms can affect social behaviors, and some recent attempts at general frameworks for

modeling the dynamics of traits that are genetically as well as non-genetically inherited. How-
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ever the question of which inheritance mode will evolve for a social trait has only been addressed

sparsely.

One of the most discussed modes of non-genetic inheritance is cultural transmission. Cultur-

ally transmitted traits get passed on not just vertically from parents to offspring, but potentially

also between other members of a population. They are of obvious importance to human social

dynamics, but increasingly recognized as playing a key role in non-human animals’ social and

ecological adaptations (Whiten, 2019). One of the popular arguments for explaining large-scale

human cooperation is cultural group selection (Boyd and Richerson, 1982, 2002, 2005), where

cultural processes such as conformist bias reduce within-group variance in phenotypes relative

to between-group variance, and sets the stage for spread of group-beneficial cultural traits in

the population (but see Lehmann and Feldman, 2008; Van Cleve, 2016, for potential wrinkles in

this story). This hypothesis illustrates how a different inheritance mode can change selection

on a trait due to generating different population structures (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981).

Another example of a inheritance mode separate from the genetic inheritance (of the host, in

this case) is when social behaviors are influenced by symbionts: Lewin-Epstein et al. (2017) show

that a symbiont that is vertically transmitted may evolve to make its carriers behave altruistically

towards others if it also can be horizontally transmitted during social interactions, even if such

altruism would not have been favored if it was inherited genetically in the host. This happens

because once transmitted to a social partner of its previous host, the symbiont benefits from the

increased fitness of the recipient as a result of the altruistic act.

In both examples above, depending on the inheritance mode through which a phenotype is

transmitted, evolutionary dynamics can go in different directions. Although this fact is well-

established now (Danchin et al., 2011), there is relatively little work on how the inheritance

mode itself will coevolve with a social (or asocial) trait. One exception is the literature on the
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evolution of socially transmitted mating preferences (Servedio and Kirkpatrick, 1996; Tramm and

Servedio, 2008; Chaffee et al., 2013). A recent model by Yeh et al. (2018) studied how paternally

imprinted mating preferences co-evolve with genetically transmitted preferences and ecological

traits under divergent viability selection. They show that sexual imprinting can evolve to generate

assortative mating and maintain trait polymorphism, thus enabling local adaptation to different

environments to persist. Interestingly, imprinting frequently evolves to be incomplete, with some

role of the genetically transmitted preferences persisting, making this a truly co-inherited trait.

The balance between the two inheritance systems is to a large extent determined by the degree

of divergent selection on the ecological traits and the cost of imprinting.

More generally, answering how the mode of inheritance evolves requires a theoretical frame-

work for modeling the evolutionary dynamics of a trait jointly inherited through genetic and

other modes of inheritance. Recent work has started to make progress in this direction (Otto

et al., 1995; Bonduriansky and Day, 2009; Helanterä and Uller, 2010; Day and Bonduriansky,

2011; Aguilar and Akçay, 2018), yet more studies like Yeh et al. (2018) are needed that explicitly

address how much a given phenotype will evolve to be inherited genetically vs. otherwise. One

way the inheritance mode can evolve is by the generation and depletion of variation within each

domain (e.g. genetic vs. cultural Aguilar and Akçay, 2018). For instance, if selection depleted

genetic variation in a trait or if some mechanism generates culturally heritable variation in that

trait, further evolution of the trait would be increasingly dependent on the cultural inheritance

system. The joint evolution of inheritance mechanisms and social traits is likely to yield interest-

ing insights.
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Conclusion

This review represents an attempt to organize recent efforts that look at the coevolution of social

behaviors with the context that determines their evolution. Figure 1 presents a breakdown of the

components that make up the evolutionary context, and may coevolve with social behaviors. Like

all such divisions, it contains an element of arbitrariness (e.g., dispersal obviously affects both

the interaction network and demography components), but I believe it represents a reasonable

working map of the different elements all social evolution models need to consider implicitly or

explicitly. The main thrust of this paper is that these elements themselves are the result of evolu-

tionary processes, and their evolution can be affected by the social behaviors that they cause the

evolution of. This "reciprocal causation" (Laland et al., 2011, 2013) caused by feedbacks between

social behaviors and the context they evolve in opens up new questions and has the potential

to provide a deeper understanding of how the diversity of social systems in nature and human

societies evolves. One of the main conclusions from this review is that the coevolving "theater" of

social evolution can cause cooperation (or other traits) to be self-reinforcing or self-limiting, de-

pending on what aspect of the setting is co-evolving and how social behaviors feedback on these.

To return to our original question, we would expect cooperation to be stable in the long term

when it reinforces the conditions that select for it, and not when it counteracts those conditions.

Finally, although this review is organized to consider the evolution of each component with

social behavior separately, in general we would expect multiple components in Figure 1 to coe-

volve with each other. For instance, the preferences of individuals playing a game can co-evolve

with the payoff structure of the game, or the interaction network that the game is played in.

Interactions between different factors (such as relatedness, reciprocity, partner choice, and pay-

off synergy) are known to interact non-additively (Lehmann and Keller, 2006b; Van Cleve and

Akçay, 2014) and can reinforce or negate each others’ effects (Akçay, 2017). It seems likely that
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considering the coevolution of the components of social evolution will also reveal such interac-

tions.
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Figure legend

Figure 1: An overview of the components that make up the organization of social interactions.

(a) "The game" refers to the description of available strategies (or phenotypes), the sequence

of "moves," and each outcome’s material consequences for interacting individuals (in terms of

resources, reproduction, or survival). (b) "Proximate mechanisms" refer to the mechanistic basis

of how genetic variation (represented by the "genotype" arrows going into the brain) is translated

into phenotypic expression of behavior, e.g., how individuals make decisions and respond to each

other. (c) "Interaction network" captures the patterns of who interacts with whom, in what size

groups, and so on. (d) "Demography" captures the demographic and life history structure of

the population (e.g., whether there are different classes of individuals) and when important life-

history events take place. (e) Finally, "mode of inheritance" refers to how traits get transmitted,

which may involve both genetic and non-genetic mechanisms, such as cultural or ecological

inheritance. All of these components not only affect selection on social behaviors, but themselves

evolve under social selection.
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